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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner – 1977

Fernand Seguin

Several homages were paid to Fernand Seguin of which this one:

“That one does not mistake on the direction of the word: one is born noble, but one becomes
aristocrat . It is the word which initially came to me to evoke the memory this being of quality”
of Radio-Canada.

Great Canadian Biologist, Bio-Chemist & Scientific Commentator
&

Indisputably one of the Largest Professor of Sciences
which Quebec Knew

&
First Popularizer of French-S peaking T elevision in Canada

[Born : June 9,1922, Montreal, Canada
Death : June 19, 1988, Montreal, Canada]

Of our first cry to our last breath, our existence wears as well as the stone with the play of the
rebounds, to distinguished the crystal from with the dream, lasts its reality of with the Fantasms
which invent s our imagination in the hope to escape the banality from the daily news Paper .
[...] To Confuse the cryst al & the dream with the research always st arted again of inaccessible,
it is a sometimes attractive play , sometimes cruel.      .... Ferknand Seguin.
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Fernand Seguin was born on June 9, 1922. He enters to the Faculty of Science of the University of

Montreal in 1940, obtains  a science degree chemical in 1944 and one science control biological the

following year. He taught the general physiology from 1945 to 1948. In 1947, he started a long career of

scientific popularizer while becoming scientific chronicler with Radio-College. At the same time, he was

also a director of the laboratory of biochemistry of the Saint-Jean-de-Dieu Hospital  (1948-1954) and

director-founder of the biochemical Department of research of the same hospital. Creator and organizer

with the radio and television (“science in slippers”, “the novel, of science”, “the Man in front of science”,

“the salt of the week”, “science and you”, “File-health” etc…), he was also an author of textbooks and

books on various subjects (“History of Trout-Nimble”, “Talks on the life”, “the world of the plants”, “the

ways of science”, “the salt of the week”, “the bomb and the orchis”; “crystal and dream” etc). During his

long career, Seguin received many Prizes, such as : the Prize Casgrain – Charbonneau (1945,

pharmacologist), the Archambault medal of the ACFAS (1964, advance of sciences), the Méritas prize

better interviewer (1968), the prize Olivar-Asselin (1977), the Kalinga Prize of UNESCO (1977, Scientific

Popularization). He also received four honorary doctorates. Fernand Seguin died out in June 19, 1988.

Fernand Seguin
(1922-1988)

A Biographical Note
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Fernand Seguin  (June 9, 1922 in Montreal - June
19, 1988 in Montreal) is a biochemist & scientific
commentator. Pioneer of the Scientific
Popularization in Quebec. He marked generations
of listeners & televiewers by transmitting his pasion
to know.

Fernand Seguin was the sixth of a family of seven
children. Grandson of French immigrants, he grows
street Saint-Andrew, in the working district of the
Mount-Royal Plate. Avid of knowledge, he devours
the books which he borrows from the public library.
When, at the 14 years age, he announces with his
father that he wishes to continue his studies, this
last refuses and rather suggests to him learning a
trade.

In 1947, Seguin was invited to join the team of Radio-
College in order to replace Louis Bourgoin, a lecturer
deceased in an accident. He accepts the proposal
of Leon Lortie, his former professor of chemistry at
the University of Montreal, and becomes scientific
chronicler with this educational emission diffused
on the waves of Radio-Canada.

In 1950, Seguin proposes an emission comprising
of the scientific, artistic and social chronicles treated
on a humorous tone. Accompanied by the poet Éloi
de Grandmont and his friend Andre Roche, Seguin
presents his concept at the director of the
programming of the radio Frenchwoman, Marcel
Ouimet. Amused by the parodies of the three
accomplices, this last accepts the project and gives
them “white chart”.

He makes fun of the manias of the scientists in this
satirical chronicle presented at white the Carte
emission in 1951, scratching with the passage his
eminent professors and laughing at his clean
through.

In 1954, he gives up the medium of scientific
research definitively to be devoted full-time to the
career of transfer and the scientific mediation. He
continues the educational mission of Radio-College
on television and animates the first scientific
emissions of the history of the small screen.

From 1955 to 1957, the teenagers follow the
experiments of the scientific popularizer to the
emission the Joy of knowing. On September 23,
1956, Seguin shows there, proof with the support,
that the liquids have an elastic membrane.

1965 to 1970, Seguin is with the bar of the Salt of
the Week, where he forges a solid reputation of
interviewing. Mondays evenings, the journalist
discusses during one hour with international
personalities in front of a public present in studio.
The emission is diffused on line, which leaves free
course to unforeseen and adds intensity to the
interview, according to the journalist.

From 1957 to 1960, the company the Niagara Films
produces the Novel of Science, televised series
which recalls the history of the great scientific
discoveries and the life of the most famous
scientists.

Seguin was transformed then into true one-man
band, since he carries out himself research, writes
at the same time the scenario for the actors and his
own texts of presentation. Producer of the emission,
he must also managed the administrative aspects.
Indeed, since 1957, he was owner of the Niagara
Films, a company of production which joins together
especially of the immigrant French in Canada.

The year 1977 is that of the dedication for
Fernand Seguin, who sees himself decreeing
the Kalinga Prize, the highest international
distinction in the field of the scientific
popularization. First Canadian to receive this
prestigious prize, Seguin thus joined the rows
of the Jean Rostand (1959) and Margaret Mead
(1970).

Fernand Seguin dies out on June 19, 1988, at the
66 years age, at the end of what he refuses to qualify
like a fight against cancer, since according to him
one does not fight against this disease: “that arrives”.
“And I am the spectator of the fight which proceeds
in my body”, he continues. The scientist-philosopher
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dies in his house of Saint-Charles-on-Richelieu, the
village which saw being born his/her mother.

The funeral of the journalist was celebrated on June
22 with the Saint-Viateur church of Outremont in
the presence of friends, former colleagues, his close
relations in particular his wife Fernande Giroux and
her Sylvie daughter. His accomplice Gilles Vigneault
delivers a message of good-bye  to the “imaginary
scientist”. Wondering about the root of the word
“homélie, the poet discovers that it is about a familiar
maintenance. “All the work of Fernand Seguin is a
homélie, a series of familiar talks”, concludes
Vigneault.

Last chronicles of the transfer scientist, gathered
under the title Crystal and the dream,  were published
shortly after his death. One month before keep silent
himself for always, the journalist left this note as a
foreword with the book: “Of our first cry to our last
breath, our existence wears as well as the stone
with the play of the rebounds, to distinguish the
crystal from with the dream, lasts it reality of with
the phantasms which invents our imagination in the
hope to escape the banality from the daily
newspaper. […] To confuse the crystal and the
dream with the research always started again of

inaccessible, it is a sometimes attractive play,
sometimes cruel.”

Honors
n 1977 - Olivar-Asselin Prize

n 1977- Kalinga Prize for the Popularization
of the Science of UNESCO

n 1978- Officer the Order of Canada

n 1985 - Officer of the National Order of Quebec

External Bonds
n (Fr) Fernand Seguin, the scientist of Radio-

Canada-Files of Radio-Canada (http://
66.249.91.104/translate_c?hl=en&u=http://
archives.radio-canada.ca/IDD-0-16-1899/
sciences_technologies/fernand_seguin/&prev=/
s e a r c h % 3 F q % D E e r n a n d % 2 B S e g u i n
%26hl%3Den)

Source :
“http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fernand_Seguin”

q
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Deceased in June 1988, at the 66 years age, Mr Fernand-Seguin can be regarded indisputably as one

of largest if not the largest professor of sciences which Quebec knew. Holder of a training of biologist

and biochemist, Mr Seguin was initially, from 1945 to 1954, enquiring professor in physiology then in

biochemistry. But it is especially by way of transfer scientist that he was most known and that he

undoubtedly left the greatest memories. Since 1947 , he animated and took part in several scientific

emissions with the radio and the television of Radio-Canda of which Science in Slippers, The Novel of

Sciences, Science and You, Science Reality and, more recently, Today Science. He also took part,

between 1954 and 1962, with more than 250 films of Scientific Popularization. Who as does not have

in memory the marvellous moments as he knew to create with his guests with the general data

transmission, The Salt of the Week, from 1965 to 1970, Man of a Field Crop, Pedagogue and Humanistic,

he had seen his qualities recognized on several occasions. In 1977, he received the Kalinga Prize of

UNESCO which “rewards a person who contributed in an exceptional way to comprehension of science

and of her stakes in company”; in March 1988, he received the Sandford-Fleming Medal of the Royal

Institute of Canada. We can only wish that which had known to make science so interesting and alive

for general public that is to say a constant inspiration for all those which are in charge of this mission

at the school. Mr Fernand Seguin is deceased in 1988.

Fernand Seguin
Biographical Sketch
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Fernand Seguin was born on June 9, 1922, in
Montreal. He made initially his primary studies at
the Louis-Hippolyte-Lafontaine school of 1929 to
1937. He continued then his secondary studies at
the higher School the Plate, from 1937 to 1940. To
the autumn 1940, he entered to the Faculty of
Science of the University of Montreal where he
obtained, in 1944, a science degree chemical follow-
up, in 1945, of a science control biological. The same
year that he obtained his control relating  “to a
method of determination of the  aminopyrine (sic) in
the blood, which was worth the Casgrain –
Charbonneau Prize to him”, Seguin undertook his
career of teacher to the Faculty of Science of the
University which had formed it. He taught there until
1948 general physiology and since 1947, an
advanced course of biology and cellular biochemistry
gave the students who intended themselves for the
control. In parallel, he carried out the research
undertaken into 1943-1944 pennies the direction of
professor Louis-Paul Dugal. This research was going
to finish in 1948. Fernand Seguin was very active
within the university community. Student, he was a
regular speaker with the verbal sparring matches of
the Company of the debates of the University of
Montreal, then, since 1943, collaborator with the
newspaper studied the Latin Quarter like criticism
of the cultural life.

In 1947, he accepted the invitation of his professor
of chemistry, Leon Lortie, and became chronicler
with Radio-College. Produced in the studios of the
Company Radio-Canada, this emission, inaugurated
in 1941 per Leon Lortie himself, wanted to be “a
complement with the teaching of the colleges, a
kind of school of Sunday which is addressed as
well to general public with the students”.

The same year that he was initiated in the radiophonic
world, Seguin became scientific chronicler with the
newspaper Our time. This newspaper published the
scientific texts of young professor Seguin but also
of other texts written under the pseudonym of

Agathonide. Under this name of loan, Seguin
became a frightening lampoonist then and
denounced what he regarded as being the incurie
administration of the University of Montreal. Since
1948, Agathonide yielded the place to Ingenuous
whose interests were more cultural but the feather
always so sharp-edged…

His chronicles with Radio-College continued whereas
Seguin left, in 1948, the University of Montreal for a
station at the School of Medical Technology of the
Saint-Jean-de-Dieu hospital. He would continue there
his career as teacher and researcher in the field of
the psychoses. Indeed, “at the time when Fernand
left the University of Montreal, George Préfontaine
had  discreetly suggested a subject of research to
him (…) This simple gesture was going to direct
research of his pupil for the six years to come”.

The refusal of his thesis of doctorate by the University
of Montreal did not prevent him from founding, in
1950, the Department of Biochemical Research at
the Saint-Jean-de-Dieu hospital. “Research of this
time related to the biochemical aspects of
schizophrenia, which appeared revolutionist then.
In particular, Fernand developed a
spectrophotometric method of diagnosis of the
schizophrenia, based on the presence, in the
céphalo-rachidian liquid, of breakdown products of
the ribonucleic acid. He also tried clinical trials of
biochemical treatment of the schizophrenia whose
results were extremely encouraging.”

Simultaneously with his research tasks, his
collaboration with Radio-College always continued.
“Of oracles to penicillin” (1949-1950), “One half-
century of biological conquests” (1950), “The
knowledge of the man: cell with the thought” (1951),
etc are only some titles of the radiophonic
conferences that Fernand Seguin pronounced at
this” school of Sunday”. He prepared there also the
small dramatic ones, “The Scientific Adventures”,
which recalled the great moments of the life of
famous scientists.
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In 1951, he held a chronicle of theatre with the radio
broadcast the Review of Arts and Letters and
published an article in the Culture review entitled
“Biology and Humanism”, which wanted to make
reflect on the development of science. It is also
during this same year, that he started to animate,
with André Roche, the variety programme White
Carte presented at the radio of Radio-Canada. With
this emission, “Fernand [could] to become again
(…) the lampoonist who hid at one time under the
pseudonyms of Agathonide and lngenuous, [and to
denounce] the weaknesses, manias and them
through ridiculous of the company québécoise”.

Fernand Seguin was one of the pioneers of the
television, which made his entry in the Canadian
hearths in 1952. His first participation in an emission
of television was to animate a play  questionnaire
which was entitled The Crossroads of the Words.
The same year, he animated also the official
reception Miss Radio-World and found time to
publish his Talks on the Life (1952).

Despite everything his media activities, Seguin
always continued his research on the psychoses
at the School of Medical Technology. “But this work,
continued under difficult conditions, was to run up
in 1954 with a refusal of financing on behalf of the
authorities. The year 1954 thus marked a turning
Point in the career of Fernand. Vis-à-vis the practical
impossibility continuing his career of teacher and
researcher, he chose audio-visual popular
education…”.

With the autumn of 1954, Science in Slippers was
the first scientific emission of popularization for
television. The formula was new. “With this first
televised series, Fernand is likely finally to try out
his personal design of the scientific popularization.
He creates the scenarios, writes the texts and
conceives all the experiments of demonstration”. The
joy of knowing followed in 1955 and held the antenna
until 1957 whereas the Novel of Science took the
changing. Came then, By (1957-1961), The Border

Keyhole of Science (1960-1961) and Man in front of
Science (1961). All these films made for television
were produced in the studios of the Niagara films
whose Fernand Seguin became the principal
shareholder in 1956. This company proposed,
produced and carried out films to then sell them in
Radio-Canada so that they are diffused. In addition
to the series in scientific matters, the Niagara films
produced also series in cultural matter like
Extraordinary Histories. This series of films made
for television presented  film adaptations the great
classic of the fantastic literature.

Simultaneously with his activities of producer of
cinema, Seguin continued to make hear his voice
with the radio with emissions such as Rencontres,
The rainbow, Esquisse for a Portrait, Université 61
and Two votes… a country (1962). He also took part,
at the same time, many emissions of television very
varied in particular at This Evening or Never (1962),
a variety programme, and Political newses (1962-
1965). During the season of 1965, he coanima two
broadcasts television with Gerard Furrier. Initially
transatlantic Dialogue within the framework of the
Canada-Switzerland week, to then explore the
political world with emission P.S. A new emission
animated by Seguin, was presented at the television
of Radio-Canada this same season, which was going
to know a long life and a very great popularity. Indeed,
the Salt of the week knew, between 1965 and 1970,
three different formulas and more than 95 emissions.
From 1965 to 1966, Seguin also occupied the
radiophonic waves of Radio-Canada with
Connaissances today.

In 1970, the end of the Salt of the week gave a new
rise to the career of Fernand  Seguin. Thus after
having discussed with the greatest international
personalities, Seguin turned over to the scientific
popularization. One could then hear him in Magazine
Science (1970-1971) then with Science and you,
emission that he coanima as a scientific chronicler
from 1971 to 1979. Meanwhile, one could see him
with the television broadcast Science-Reality (1975-
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1978). Simultaneously with his work in Radio-
Canada, he undertook in 1976 a collaboration with
Radio-Quebec. It resulted from it the Files  health
and the imaginary doctor. In 1977, Seguin presented
at the television of Radio-Canada, a significant file
on cancer; file which he had already prepared for a
few years. Since 1978, he returned to Radio-
Quebec, this time for a series of courses televised,
bearing on the human body, of which he was the
originator and the scientific adviser. The following
year, the film The three brains was presented at
Radio-Canada. It was about a film produced by the
O.N.F. whose Seguin, in collaboration with the
realizer, had made research, writes the texts and
the scenarios. This year, he also took part in the
emission Antenna-5 with the radio of Radio-Canada
(1979-1981).

As from the years 1980, reasons of health obliged
Fernand Seguin to limit his appearances to
television to concentrate on his work of scientific
chronicler to the radio. One could still see him with
the broadcast television Femme of today where he
held, in 1980, a chronicle on the environment. But it
is with the radio broadcast Today the Science, from
1981 to 1988, which he exerted mainly his trade of
scientific popularizer. If he ceased presenting his
radiophonic chronicles since 1985, he did not
continue any less to write the texts. Since 1984, he

collaborated regularly in Dimension Science,
Quebec Science and Science and Technology,
magazines for which he wrote scientific chronicles.
Especially he prepared, starting from his radiophonic
chronicles which he altered, his works The Bomb
and the Orchis  (1987) and Crystal and the Dream
(1988) published  both with the editions Free
expression. Fernand Seguin died out on June 19,
1988 at the 66 years age.

During his long career, Fernand Seguin was member
elect of several prizes. Thus, he obtained in 1961
the Archambault Medal of the ACFAS. In 1968, the
Prize Méritas better interviewer came to reward his
work, in particular with The Salt  of the Week. In
1977, he received the Olivar-Asselin Prize which
decreed to him the Saint-Jean-Baptiste Company.
The following year, the Prize Kalinga-1977 came to
devote the man who had dedicated his life with the
scientific popularization. The same year, he was
named Offcier of the Order of Canada (1978). He
also accepted the title of honorary doctor of the
universities Sherbrooke (1975), Concordia (1979),
Montreal (1980) and of the University of Quebec
(1984). In 1985, he was promoted as Officier of the
National Order of Quebec. Lastly, in 1988,  he
received the Medal Sandford Flemming, the Medal
of Canadian Medical  Association and was accepted
Compagnon of the order of Canada.

q
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FERNAND SEGUIN
Eminent Biochemist & Science Popularizer

The Story The Person

BirthDate : June 9, 1922

Birth Place : Montréal, Québec

Date of Death : June 19, 1988

Place of Death : Montréal, Québec

Family Members : -

Title : Biochemist; Professor, Université de Montréal, 1945-50

Status : Deceased

Popularity : 

Synopsis of The Story and The Person
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Fernand Seguin was born in 1922. He enters to the Faculty of Science of the University of Montreal in

1940, obtains a science degree chemical in 1944 and one science control biological the following year.

He  taught the general physiology from 1945 to 1948. In 1947, he started a long career of scientific

popularizer while becoming scientific chronicler with Radio-College. At the same time, he was also a

director of the laboratory of biochemistry of the Saint-Jean-de-Dieu Hospital (1948-1954) and director-

founder of the biochemical Department of research of the same hospital.

Deceased in June 1988, at the 66 years age, Mr Fernand-Seguin can be regarded indisputably as one

of largest if not the largest professor of sciences which Quebec knew.

Several homages were paid to him of which this one:

“That one does not mistake on the direction of the word: one is born noble, but one becomes aristocrat.

It is the word which initially came to me to evoke the memory this being of quality.”  of Radio-Canada.

Fernand Seguin
[First Canadian to Receive The UNESCO Kalinga Prize]

(1922-1988)
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Who Was Fernand Seguin ?

Seguin conducted biochemical research in Chicago, Paris and Montreal, and in 1950 foundedf the
biochemical research Department at Saint-Jean-de-Dieu hospital, where he specialized in schizophre-
nia research. He won the Prix Casgrain-Charbonneau for his MA thesis that concerned a method to
determine aminopyrine in the blood. In 1954 he abandoned his research career and began a long series
of radio and TV programs that sparked scientific curiosity in Quebec and inspired scientific careers. In
1977 he became the first Canadian to receive UNESCO’s highest award for Scientific Popularization,
the Kalinga Prize.

     Sources :  The Canadian Encyclopedia 1988

Fernand Seguin was the first Popularizer of French-
Speaking Television in Canada. Scientist above all,
he carried out from 1944 to 1954 a career of
researcher and popularizer. As a researcher,
Fernand Seguin founded in 1950 the Biochemical
Department of  Research of the Hospital Saint-Jean-
of-God. Like popularizer, he collaborated since 1947
in scientific emissions in the radio of Radio-Canada.

In 1954, Fernand Seguin forsook research to devote
himself full-time to several radio and televisual
broadcasts, of which The life which beats, The Novel
of Science, At the Borders of Science, The Salt of
the Week, Science-reality and Aujourd’hui Science.

Fernand Seguin received in 1978 the prestigious
Kalinga Prize of UNESCO for his work of Scientific
Popularizer. Young people will remember his morning
radiophonic scientific capsules the Aujourd’hui
emission the science which preceded the emission
the Years light, animated at the time by Jean-Marc

Carpentier and Yanick Villedieu. These capsules
were gathered and published under the titles the
Bomb and the Orchis and The Crystal and the
Dream. Fernand Seguin is deceased continutions
of a cancer in 1988 at the 66 years age.
• The site of the Files of Radio-Canada gathers

many documents of Fernand Seguin. To make
knowledge with the Scientist of Radio-Canada.

• To know the career this pioneer, you can read
Fernand Seguin, the imaginary scientist
published at Free Expression (1994). This book
was written by two members of the ACS, Jean-
Marc Carpentier and Danielle Ouellet.

• The orchis, it is the illustration of the Fernand –
Seguin Stock Exchange, inspired of the book
The Bomb and the Orchis, which gathers the
reflexions of Seguin on Science.

q
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Fernand Séguin
(June 9, 1922 – June 19, 1988)

Canadian Biochemist, Professor

&

Host of Science Programs on Radio and T elevision.

Honours :
nnnnn 1977 : Olivar- Asselin Prize

nnnnn 1977 : UNESCO Kalinga Prize for the
Popularization of Science.

nnnnn 1978 : Officer of the Order of Canada and
was promoted to Companion in 1988.

nnnnn 1985 : Officer of the National Order of Quebec.
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He continues studies in biochemistry for which he receives the Casgrain –Charbonneau Prize. Whereas

he was a Professor at the University of Montreal (1945-1950), his research undertakes him towards

Chicago and Paris. In 1954, he forsakes research and teaching to be devoted to the popularization of

sciences via the radio and television. One finds him in particular during the emissions “The Novel of

Science”. “At the Borders of Science” and “The Man in front of Science”. But it is with “The Salt of the

Week” (1965-1970) and “Science Reality” (1975-1977) that his role of scientific  criticism contributes to

the awakening of an environmental and scientific conscience in Quebec.

In 1977, he receives the Kalinga Prize of the United Nations for Education, Science and Culture

(UNESCO), in recognition for his work on Scientific Popularizer. He is the  First  Canadian to receive

this Prestigious International Award.

A Brief Outline
on

Fernand Seguin

Salle Fernand-Seguin

The Fernand-Seguin Theatre is the only screening

room in Canada dedicated essentially to the

presentation and promotion of television archives.

Videotapes are also shown here, and new

multimedia applications are demonstrated.

This room is named in memory of Fernand Seguin,

a Quebec Pioneer in Scientific Popularization who

was also the producer and host of several

televisions programmes including LE SEL DE LA

SEMAINE and LE ROMAN DE LA SCIENCE.

q
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Seguin the Aristocrat
by

Jacques Languirand
 Fernand Seguin,

Fernand Sequin, Biochemist and Scientific Popularizer (Born at Montréal, Qué 9 June 1922; Died there
19 June 1988). His MA thesis, concerning a method to determine the aminopyrine in the blood, won him

the Prix Casgrain-Charbonneau. He conducted biochemical research in the late 1940s in Chicago and
Paris and was professor at U de M (1945-50). In 1950 he founded the Biochemical Research Department

at Saint-Jean-de-Dieu Hospital, where he specialized in research into the biological causes of
schizophrenia.

In 1954 he abandoned his career as a researcher and teacher and began a long series of radio and TV

programs which sparked the emergence of popular scientific curiosity in Québec and inspired a number
of scientific careers. Then came programs for adults: Le Roman de la science (1956-60), Aux frontières
de la science (1960-61) and L’Homme devant la science. With Le Sel de la semaine (1965-70), he

became more of a science critic.

From 1975 to 1977 he hosted Science Réalité (1975-77), a weekly TV show. In 1977 he became the first
Canadian to receive UNESCO’s Kalinga Award, the highest award for Scientific Popularization, joining

the ranks of Bertrand Russell (1957), Julian Huxley (1953) and Margaret Mead (1970).

During nearly two months, I had the privilege to have

access to the office of Fernand Seguin, at his place,
that it had authorized me to use in the condition
there of not receiving nobody and of writing with his

work table, which enabled me to know it under one
day particular. It was then in Europe with his family

for the turning of interviews (of which that that it made
with Jean Rostant) which was to be diffused the
following season with the television of Radio-

Canada.With his invitation, I thus occupied for the
summer, with my family, the splendied house where

he had lived for a few years already with Saint-Hilaire,
along Richelieu.

This old house that it had arranged and furnished

with taste resembled him. It intimate and family but
was also arranged to accommodate the friends: a

roomy show, a dining room elegant and hot and,
outside, the swimming pool…

Seguin had plume. He had even an unquestionable
taste for the luxury. And perhaps also a tendency

to extravagance. But, at his place, nothing the new
rich person, the parvenu. It was for itself which it

attached of the importance to the quality of life that
it cultivated with attention.

Because Seguin was also a secret and withdrawn
man. It had arranged a comfortable place of work,

That one does not mistake on the direction of the word : one is born noble, but one becomes aristocrat.
It is the word which initially came to me to evoke the memory this being of quality.
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perfectly sound-proof – the door carries in was
upholstered; a true retirement where it could only

be found with itself. It was a rectangular part
including/understanding a library which covered three

walls of which two longer large windows were bored
which faced. In the racks were, classififed very well,
some two to three thousand books in the medium

of which tables and beautiful objects. One found
several books of science there, of course, but

especially – what appears very significant to me –
books of general culture: main part of the French
literature, several traditional English, some

translations of great works, just as of the
contemporary works and the art books. Seguin was

not a specialist, which did not prevent him from
shining in a speciality, but a general practitioner,

humanistic; it was in my eyes a man of the “new
Rebirth”.

Among the objects a very beautiful set of failures
was which occupied a place of choice on a table in

a corner. This evocation is worth me the metaphor
which I sought…The set of failures, in its complexity,

with its parts of different value which clash according
to rigorous rules’, evokes for me the operation of his
intelligence. Seguin could be a tower and function

in a foreseeable way; and also insane and to surprise
by the way in which he managed to solve a problem

by the transversal; but especially perhaps a horse
and to jump of an aspect of a question to another,
or to pass from a level to another, without never losing

sight of the fact the unit.

It sometimes happened to him at one time to play
failures by telephone, with some of his friends, three

or four parts at the same time, a pawn day. For the
gesture, to also keep the contact, because  it

attached greatest importance to the friendship, just
as with a certain  complicity . It was a man of
networks, but of privileged networks: he liked to

maintain the friendly relations with intelligent beings.
He thus invested much of itself in the relations which

he considered  simulative for his intelligence,
enriching for quality by its life. But I am not sure

that he was always paid return…Because in spite
of the networks which he knew to form at one time,

he was a man alone. What in my eyes also
contributes to make a man of his quality of it.

The set of failures appears to me moreover like the

metaphor of his life:  diversity of his interests and
exceptional agility of  his spirit which enabled him
to be, in turn and sometimes at the same time, the

scientist, the organizer of radio and television, the
businessman and the society man.

On the great play of the life, the center piece, as it

should be, was the queen. The woman played a
significant role in her life, whereas the king, i.e. what
there was of essence in him, was on several

occasions in difficult position…It gained several
beautiful parts but it lost some several too.

Undoubtedly had it, more than all, to fear the
mediocrity, which pushed him with living intensely.
Seguin often took great risks, as well in the plan

personal as professional, which was worth great
successes but also failures to him cuisants. Thus

one can speak about the rise and the decline of the
Niagara Films, house of production of films for the

television which was among the pionnières of
industry on our premises. Some could undoubtedly
at one time to prevent closing of it but they did

anything of it. No doubt the elegance of Seguin, its
apparent facility in the adversity took, on the

occasion, the form of a provocation for
faultfinders…But I am undoubtedly wrong to post
by speaking about him the bitterness that certain

tests of his life sometimes caused in me, whereas
he knew himself to exceed it with the elegance of a

man of quality.

I was informed also at certain times of his difficulties
with himself. It is thus I believe that I can define the
depressive phases which he crossed like as many

stages of a descent into Hell. Because each one is
the hero of the great test which his own life

represents. But each time he knew to adapt and be
folded up known essence: the quality of his action
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and, in general, his life. Because quality was the
engine of his life. This topic often returns in his work

in connection with ecology; but it also heard him in
the direction of the quality of personal life. A good

film, a good reading, moments of intelligent leisure,
a good sprinkled meal of a good wine…

The last message that I received from him was the
dedication of its book The Bomb and the Orchis: In

remembering the beautiful days, formula laconic but
how much fraught with direction for me; who was

going to wake up, and I am sure that he knew it, the
one time memory when the life appeared to us, with
him as with me, more opened with the intelligent

action than it is it perhaps actually.

In connection with Seguin, it returns to me the
astonishment of Henri David Thoreau who

scandalized himself of what nature devoted to the
wasting. It was astonished by what an   enormous
tree cut down by the lightning in forest was so to

speak condemned to rot-to become humus it is true-
but without one being able to use it as well as

possible. I have the same astonishment in front of
the human talent that the external conditions did

not make it possible to exploit as well as possible .
Because despite everything that we drew from
Seguin, it seems to to me that it was not exploited

as he could have been it, especially in the last part
of his life. The intelligence appears to me often

under-exploitted and I would always scandalize itself
some!

It is undoubtedly not the  characteristic of our time,
although this characteristic appears more obvious

now-a-days. Such is undoubtedly the hidden
direction of the life which offers the luxury to leave

in fallow great possibilities, as if she wanted to show
her inexhaustible energy while not making it possible
the beings to be expressed or to be exploited only

partly. Perhaps even this with that is which one
judges the beings of quality – to the unexploited

part of themselves.

The part of failures finishes for all in the same way:
failure and chechmate. “But it is not the goal which

counts, said Raskolnikov-the revolted character and
protestor of Dostoïevski -, but the movement towards

the goal. “the part, such as Seguin played, was
inspired to him by the going beyond and taste for
danger. It was a life whose generous repercussions

inspired the others around him and those which
follow.

It will have been guessed that Seguin was for me a

model. In the action but also in the art with which it
knew to adapt and remake surface after the hard
blows. I am conscious by writing these lines to

project considerably on him. But undoubtedly can
one judge quality a being with the quality of

projections that it; inspire.

The intelligence always exerted at home a true
fascination, especially when it doubles, as it was
the case at his place, of a great sensitivity and a

deep culture.

The word quality is that which came to me quite
naturally to speak about him, of his action and his

being. It is the memory which he will have left me,
at the same time as he will have imposed some to
me, in a friendly way but firmly, the model.

From this point of view, Fernand Seguin will have

been a mentor.

It is undoubtedly  the most beautiful way of
exceeding himself to become a model, not only by

his action but also, and especially, by what one is.

After having paid homage to his memory, it rests
with to us from now on to convey same quality, with
the same requirement for oneself and the same

rigour.

This text appeared in
Good-byes of Quebec with Fernand Seguin,

the Laurentiennes Presses, 1989.
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Fernand Seguin Research Centre :

An Overview ...
Origins: The Fernand-Seguin Research Centre was built at a cost of 2.5 million dollars thanks to the
Mental illness Foundation’s first fundraising campaign. It is named after Fernand Seguin, the well-known
popular science writer and radio personality who suffered from a bipolar mood disorder.

Mission:  Give researchers at the Université de Montréal a multidisciplinary research centre where they can
conduct leading-edge research on mental illnesses while also stimulating the careers of young researchers
in our French-language universities. Moreover, the Research Centre enables us to retain these young
talented researchers in Quebec, while continuing to recruit new expertise woldwide.

Recent developments :  From a few researchers at the outset, the Centre now houses approximately fifty
researchers who supervise more than 250 post-doctorate students and trainees, and 80 employees and
research professionals. In 2003-2004 only, researchers at the Centre received more than 5 million dollars in
bursaries, grants and subsidies, allowing them to conduct more than 150 research projects. Since 1996,
32.4 million dollars in research  grants have been awarded to researchers at the Centre. There are four main
areas of research at the Fernand-Seguin Centre and they are: fundamental neurobiology, human neurobiology,
psychological intervention, and social psychiatry.

Impact in the scientific community :  The construction of the Fernand-Seguin Research Centre has had
a positive impact on research into mental illness, both in Quebec and on the international scene. Richard
Boyer, researcher at the Fernand-Seguin Research Centre and coordinator of social psychiatry projects,
confirmed that, “The increase in the number of researchers in mental illness at the Fernand-Seguin Research
Centre has led to accelerated growth  in the critical mass required for competitiveness of mental illness
research among the overall health preoccupations of large organizations that finance research in Quebec
and Canada.”

The Mental illness Foundation is extremely proud of the creation of the Fernand-Seguin Research Centre,
which, for the past 15 years, has contributed to the advancement of research and to a greater understanding
of mental illness in our society.

Site of the Fernand-Seguin Research Center
1990, at the time of the first ground shovelful

The Fernand-Seguin Research Centre T oday


